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As Roger Lambert tells it, he, a middle-aged professor of divinity, is buttonholed in his
office by Dale Kohler, an earnest young computer. Close. Register
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Apr 20, 2013 Roger s Version by John Updike 21 Apr. As Roger s incestuous longings
are Roger and the gang s problems are dealt with just as tidily as
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Roger's Version is a 1986 novel by John Updike about Roger Lambert, a theology
professor in his fifties, whose rather complacent faith is challenged by Dale, an
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roger%27s_Version
Book Reviews [Discussions of God's existence] might at first sound like alien territory
for Mr. Updike, and yet it provides him with a comfortable armature on
http://www.litlovers.com/reading-guides/13-fiction/877-rogers-version-updike?start=2
While Roger's Version often seems poetic, it is far from romantic. There are no pure
heroes, no absolute villains. Dale is too blunt and boisterous and caught up in
http://ezinearticles.com/?Book-Review---Rogers-Version-by-John-Updike&id=1838348
About Roger s Version. A born-again computer whiz kid bent on proving the existence of
God on his computer meets a middle-aged divinity professor, Roger Lambert
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/181934/rogers-version-by-john-updike/
Like Byron and Hemingway, John Updike stands not just for himself but for a generation.
It is the generation of the Fifties; the time of small causes, good taste
http://articles.latimes.com/1986-09-14/books/bk-12239_1_roger-s-version
Save on ISBN 9780449212882. Biblio.com has Roger's Version by John Updike and over
50 million more used, rare, and out-of-print books.
http://www.biblio.com/9780449212882
John Updike's novel Roger's Version is the story of a theological professor engaged in an
extended dialogue with a young research assistant. The assistant, Dale
http://www.sermonsuite.com/content.php?i=36946
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About this Post "In Retrospect: Mark Athitakis on John Updike s Roger s Version " was
posted April 22, 2011 and written by Jane Ciabattari.
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Find out about Roger's Version by John Banville, John Updike and other 20th century
books from Penguin Classics UK.
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Jun 04, 2014 has attempted it and largely triumphed with John Updike's Roger's Version.
of welcome theatricality in Updike's source novel,
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Roger's Version is a 1986 novel by John Updike about Roger Lambert, a theology
professor in his fifties, whose rather complacent faith is challenged by Dale, an
http://www.digplanet.com/wiki/Roger%27s_Version
In an epigraph to Roger's Version, John Updike quotes Soren John Updike as Theologian
of Culture: Roger's Version and the Possibility Roger's Version (Book)
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Our Reading Guide for Roger's Version by John Updike includes a Book Club Discussion
Guide, Book Review, Plot Summary-Synopsis and Author Bio.
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Aug 11, 1986 roger s version concerns a young scientist who believes he can prove the
existence of god on his computer. as he puts it, these numbers are the
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wrote that "John Updike is our time's greatest man of letters, (1986) Roger's Version
(1988) S. Other novels (1959) The Poorhouse Fair (1963) The Centaur
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Updike
Complete summary of John Updike's Roger's Version. eNotes plot summaries cover Told
from the point of view of Roger Lambert, the novel presents an intriguing
http://www.enotes.com/topics/rogers-version
Details for Roger's Version (John Updike) Retail azw3 epub [Itzy] Created by Itzkow1 10
months ago: Books: Fiction: English. form the substance of this novel
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Blackbird Brings John Updike s Novel Roger s Version to Stage. 05/14/2014 by
ArtsNash.
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Jan 27, 2009 American literary legend John Updike died in 2009. TIME chose the
prolific author's most memorable works
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